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PICT RE: Apple blossoms. The Mormon pioneers brought apple seed and cuttings
with them from the East. From this early beginning until th pre ent,
tah grow r ha c
continually be n consciou of quality fruit and ha
tri d to plant the better ari ti . n
apple ariety
aluation program wa initiated oon aIter the Experim nt
tat ion was
organized in 1888. During thi period a large number of arieti
ha e been e aluat d.
Many ha eben discarded; others ha e been adopted by the indu. try .• t th pre nt time
134 varieties are being e aluated at the Howell Re earch tation at orth O gd n. A number of dwarf apple tree rootstocks and interstocks are al 0 being studied. ew apple I ctions and ari tie released by breeders throughout the country and in man for ign countrie
are obtained each y ar for e aluation under Utah en ironmental condition . The e arieties are discus d and exhibited at the field day ~, state fair, and at the Utah Horticultur(;
Society meetings.
- Da id R. Walker
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Chicks fed a ration with the e ssential amino acid s at these levels gained weight 25 pe rcent
faster and used their feed 15 percent more efficie ntly than chicks fed a similar ration containing the essential amino acids at the le vels g iven a s minimum requ ireme nts by the National
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Fig . 1. Starlings a re rea lly so utherners by origin with scanty plumage
not adapted to Utah 's cold winters
Fig. 2. When they arrive in the fall, starlings roost primarily
in the marshes because the air over the water remains
warmer than over the surrounding land
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Fig . 1. Sugor-beet nematode s attached to root of sugar beet. The female
in the lower left center is attached to main root . Three other
females are attached to lateral roots
Fig. 2. Alfalfa stems: left, normal shoot; right, nematode infested shoot

,
the i r
distrib'"ution
and
importance

in
Utah
E. C. JORGENSON
G. D. GRIFFIN
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of th mo t pr al nt of th
tah ar th ugarn matod . in
b t nematode, H eterodera chachiii th
t m n mat d Dit ylenchu
dip aci, and th root-knot n matod ,
M eloido!!yne hapla.
Plant di a probl m a
with n matode para iti m ha
known in tah inc th turn of th
c ntury. In 1905 th ugar-b t n matod , H terod ra chachtii, which
had plagu d ugar b t produc rs in
Europ for half a c ntury wa
di co . r d in fi ld n ar L hi in
tah ounty.
Th
tern n matod Ditylenchus
dipsaci wa found at
ral plac
in th irrigated r ions of th Int rmountain W tin 1919. A f w year
later (1924) Gerald horne noted
that both the alfalfa and do r
HE

train
tah. Hi
alfalfa
alt Lak
root-knot

fr m
in th lat
n matode
cau
he e thr
damage which i characteri tic for
ach and i asily r cogniz d. Exi e prolif ration of roots and
or-all tunting is cau d by th
ugar-b t n matode' root galls and
n ral malformation of the root
by th root-knot n matode ' and a
and
o di tortion of th I av
t ms by the stem nematode.
uoar-beet nematode
The ugar-b t nematod i found
in all b t growing ar a of tah.
In many of the e ar as it is conid r d th mo t important factor
limiting sugar-beet production. It is
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Fig . 3 .

Koot-knot infest.d potato tuber . Note gall formation

Fig. 4.

Root of lettuce showing gall formation of root-knot nematod.
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E. C JORGENSON and G . D. GRIFFIN are
both nematologists with the Crops Research
Divisi on of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and stationed in the Crop Re search
Laboratory on the the USU campus.

mitt d to !IT w durin
rotation
p n d. If w d ho ts ar pr nt th
( Continued on page 51 )
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disea e has been diagnosed as a heart condition that
occurs in cattle on the high mountain ranges in Utah. The right side
of the heart enlarges, partly because
of reduced oxyg n at high altitudes
which increa
the work load of
the right heart entricle. As a conqu nce circulatory failure occur
and body fluid become imbalanc d.
In this re p ct the disease is imilar
to hart di a e of humans.
RISKET

J1'hy the name

If

brisket disease"?

On of the prominent sign of th
circulatory disturbance i an accumulation of fluid which cau s a
swelling of the bri ket (lower part
of the n ck, near the front 1 g ) .
he name em r ed from common
u age among cattle own rs who obr ed certain of their cattl with
thi $welling. In some cas s the
0
xtensi e that
welling b com
the front leas ar forced apart
making walking difficult.
It i paradoxical that th name
"bri k t di a )) came into bing
b cau e of the p ctacular enlarg men t of th brisk t, y t in many
cases of the dis a e th i ymptom is
not e id nt e n though d ath may
ensu. w lling in the bri k t r gion
mor often occurs in cal
than in
adult cattle. The xplanation off r d
for ab enc of a swoll n bri ket in
m animals en thou h th y had
i that th right id of
heart nlarged 0 rapidly that
d ath from h art failure occurr d
befor circulator di turbances b came extensi e.
Nature and extent of circulatory
disturbances
In Utah, approximately 75 p rc nt of the cattle that d
lop bri k
di a e ha e external igns of fluid
imbalanc . The data in tabl 1 illu trate this. Ther is a comparabl
percent wher' n abnormal heart
ound and di t nd d jugular
in
occur. Th fir t heart ound during
the contraction pha of th hart
mu cl is mufH d' and the econd
during th r laxation phase, i pronounc d. Di t n ion of th jugular
eins occurs in a wa -like fa hion
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45 GALLONS

8.5 GALLONS

ABDOMINAL

THORACIC

Fig. 1. This animal is so sw:>lIen through the n~ck and brisket regions that it can hardly
walk. The amount of flu id taken from the abdominal and thoracic cavities is illustrated

Table 1. Dependability of certain clinical signs of brisket disease
Brisket disease
New cases
After 9 months
Number cattle studied
Body temperature ..................... .
Abnormal heart sounds ........... .
Fluid imbalance ......................... .
Distended jugular vein .............. .
Diarrhea ........... ........... ............. .
Eroded mu:zzle ......................... .

28
102.6
71.3%
75.3
82 .3
89.4
100.0

15
102.8
20.0%
13.3
13.3
13.3

o

Other diseases.
after 9 months
18
101.7
61.0%
67.0
44.0
44.0
33.0

Healthy

9
103.0
7.0%
7.0
18.0
7.0

o

·Misdiagnosed as brisket d isease : includes pulmonary emphysema, pulmonary adenomatosis,
ruptured diaphram, and liver flukes .

with each hart b at. The disten ion
i du to incompl t clo ure of th
al
betw n th right atrium a nd
right
ntricl' which re ults in a
backward flowing of nou blood.
.irculator di tUl bane s may be
maniC ted in
ral wa
(table
2) . Fluid I av th blood tr am by
1 walls and
pas ing through th
accumulat b tw n c II in c rtain
bod ti u . Thi condition i called
m t
id nt in the
or
tissues urroundin
111t tine
lun
and oth r i ceral
organ. Pool of fr
fluid lying in

the bottom of the thoracic ca ity
abdominal ca ity or in the m mbran ou ac wh i h surround th
h art may al 0 occur. he fluid compri ing th
pool al 0 originat
from the blood, a a re ult of enlarg m nt of the right . id of the
h art.
R co r of afflict d animals is
low. orne of th cattl that d lop d the di a in lat umm r
and w r r mo d to a low r altitud till had e id nce of circulator di tu rbance th following su mm r (con al
d gr up, table 1) .
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Table 2 .

Incidence and nature of fluid
imba lance in cattle with brisket
di sea se

Number studied
Fluid imbalance:
Brisket edema
Visceral edema
Fluid around heart
Fluid around lungs
Fluid abdominal cavity

Afflicted

Healthy

14

14

6
9
6
11
11

0
0
1*
0
0

*Had liver flukes

f

attl

a

a

f

Fig. 2 . Two calves with fatal cases of
brisket disease . A. Extensive brisket
swelling . B. No external evidence of
fluid imbalance

b en fruitless.

Fig. 3 . Open heart from a calf that
died of bri sket disease . Compared to a
normal calf heart the right ventricle
is greatly enlarged

ac omur durof the di eas
r a on for diarIt rna
the
ration in th comp
f the int tinal cont nt .
in th amoun and t p
and min ral within th
int tine
uld influ nc th xt nt
to which wat r i h Id or r ab orb d.
change in pr ur wi thin the
(Continued on page 53)
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( 1 I Virus particles containing DNA are isolated by using a high speed refrigera ted centrifuge ( 2 ) Viral DNA is p repa red
for assay of genetic material (3) Level of DNA activity is evaluated by use of on electronic counter
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Secrets of
cell structure
and functions
yielding to
scientific
probing
JOHN

Fig . 1.

40

DNA from a bovine thymus . The pictured material represents billions of DNA molecules

R . SIMMONS

DR. J OHN R. SIMMO NS is assistant p rofessor of zool ogy.
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just can't judge complexity
- nor importance - by size.
Modern genetici ts are constantly
reminded of the truth of that statement as they try to decipher the
mechanisms of heredity.
Once upon a time (before the
1940's) , genetics was largely a descripti e science. During these early
days, geneticists were most often
concerned with cataloguing the results of experiments that in 01 ed
various breedings of reasonably common plants and animals. Rapid deelopments in technology and teadily growing backlog of data however, drastically changed the perspecti e of geneticists.
Today you find genetic researchers delving more and more deeply
into the no-longer private world
of the individual cell. O ne result of
such work has been to put DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid ) in to the vocabulary of e eryone who reads
newspaper and popular magazines.
O nce the scientists discover d that
it wa D A that tran mitted genetic data between generations of
organisms they naturally set abou t
trying to define its structure and
activities. Many ital bits of information have been discovered, but
the enigma of why you are you is
far from solved.

Fig . 2. A molecular model for DNA

OU

Some ({knowns" about DNA
DNA that has been carefully isolat d in the laboratory is a white
fibrous material (fig. 1) . However,
mo t experimenters do not use the
solid D A. Instead it is dissolved
in a chemically buffered solvent.
Under uch conditions, DNA forms
a colorless, highly iscous solution.
Each molecule of D A is composed of hundreds of thousands of
relati ely simple building blocks
called nucleotides. Each nucleotide
(fig. 2) is itself of comparatively
high molecular weight. All of these
molecules of course, are invisible
to the human yeo The D A molecule, howe er, can b seen with the
aid of an electron miscroscope.
Various in estigations have provd that D A actually fulfills its

o

o
o

HYDROGEN

OXYGEN

C IN PHOSPHATE-CENTER CHAIN

(Continued on page 53)
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Our enigmatic weather, part 4

PRECIPITATION
one ~omponent of climate
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consciously think about how
much of your life and your way
of living are influenced by the
weather? Probably not, few of us
have.
And yet, climates, which are simply the average daily weather over
long periods of time actually help
shape civilizations. The ways in
which you and I adapt to this part
of our natural environment are
symptomatic of our times, our culture, and our individual philosophies.
For example, members of today's
highly mobile labor force may decide
for or against a job in a given location as much because of the area's
climate as becau e of a salary incentive. Entire indu tries uch as construction, air conditioning, heating,
and ranching key their operations
to climatic conditions.
In this article we begin to explore
the history-oriented world of the
climatologist. I t is a world characterized by a long range approach
and a necessarily localized application of information. It is a world
that itally affects our way of life
in innumerable subtle ways.
VER

D
D

D
D

LESS THAN

6

INCHES

6 TO 10 INCHES
10 TO 16 INCHES
16 TO 25 INCHES
25 TO 40 INCHES

The indispensible records

A climate can be characterized
only over long periods of time. This
time factor necessitates consistently
kept record . And becau e climat '
are so dra tically aff' cted by topographical features, the record must
be accumulated at larg numbers
of carefully situated stations.
Thousands of unpaid obser er.
around the United Stat s ke p daily
climatological records for th ir localities. In Utah alone, 0 r 300
conscientious men and women 01unteer th ir time for this ta k.
Each month the records accumulated by th e olunt ers ar s nt
to the Weather Bureau' I ctronic
computer center in Ashe ill
orth
arolina. At the c nter the data

•

This fourth article on the weather is written
by the same authors as the first three :
E. A. RICHARDSON, climatologist of the
U. S. Weather Bureau in Salt Lake CitYi
G. L. ASHCROFT, asistant professor of meteorology, and LOIS M. COX, technical writer.
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Fig. 2. Average annual precipitation for the state of Utah based on 1931-1960 precipitation
data (Redrawn from maps prepared by the Water Supply Forecast and State Climatologist,
U. S. Weat:'er Bureau, Salt Lake City)

(which includ daily maximum and
minimum temp ratures
rainfall,
nowf 11 d pth of snow on th .
around and m tim s vaporation
wind
locity r lati e humidity
and il t mp ratur ) ar plac d on
mput r cards. Th cards in turn
ha ' facili tat d a wid
ari ty of
climatological tudi s.
Probabilities and pLannin a

Among th
stu die are the ones
that g n rat climatological for ca t
for a p cific I ality. uch foreca t ar ba d on the pleasant
a umption that th w ath r during
the oming 30 to 100 years will re-

semble that of the past 30 to 100
ars.
Basically a climatological forecast
do
one of two things. It either
indicates the av rage weather condition that can be expected to
prevail at 3. certain time of the
year in a c rtain ge graphic area or it asse ses the chance (probability ) of som particulnr climatological
phenom non occurring. Thus these
forecast facilitate long range
w ather-ori nted planning by people
such as engin ers architects, construction workers - and you and
m.
One climatological factor that
(Continued on page 55)
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normally ingest variable
Ie els of fluorine throughout
their lives. So long as they continue
to ingest a constant or increasing
amount, some of the flourine accumulates in their bodies. If
amounts of fluorine above the
threshold or critical level, which
varies wi th factors ( 1) to (7 ) listed
below, are ingested over long periods
of time, fluorine toxicosis may result. This toxicosis may be either
acute or chronic, but the chronic
fonn is more common in livestock.
Chronic fluorosis de elops gradually, and every affected animal will
evidence an individualized manifestation of the typical lesions. It is
impossisble therefore, to define a
precise point at which an instance
of nonnal consumption will become
a case of chronic fluoro is. The borderline or threshold point will vary
somewhat in indi idual cases as the
even following interacting factors
exert their influence:
( 1) level or amount of fluoride
ingested,
( 2) duration of ingestion - time,
(3) type and solubility of fluoride
ingested,
( 4 ) age of animal during period
of ingestion,
(5 ) level of nutrition,
(6 ) stress factors, and
(7 ) individual biological response.
The inevitable time lapse between
ingestion of elevated levels of fluorides and actual manifestation of the
clinical symptoms of chronic fluorosis
adds to the complexity of the clinical picture.
Actual instances of fluorosis in
livestock may be traced to any of
a variety of sources that may act
ingly or in combination. The most
commonly encountered sources include: (1 ) forages having elevated
concentrations of fluorine compounds as a result of airborne contamination in areas near certain industrial plants that heat fluorinecontaining materials to high temperatures and expel fluorides, (2 ) vegetation having a high fluoride content because it grew on soils of high
fluoride content, (3 ) feed concen-
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o

0515
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trates and mineral mixtures high
in fluoride and (4 ) drinking water
high in fl uoride.
Under field con d i t ion s the
amounts of fluorine ingested and the
lengths of time during which it is
ingested are subject to wide variations. In some instanc there may
be intermittent periods during which
no excessive fluorides are ingested.
Different Ie els of nutrition and different management practices can
affect manifestations of fluorotic
lesions. The usual variability between individual animals within and
between herds also can modify manifesta tions of the disease. Whether
an animal consumes elevated Ie els
of fluorine throughout its life, or
only after its teeth are fonned will
determine whether fluorotic dental
lesions occur.
About 95 percent of the total
fluoride retained in the animal body
is found in the bone, and in the

Fig. 2. A - left: Metatarsal bone from a
dairy cow ingesting 12 ppm F from 3 to 4
months to 7.S years of age. The bone is
normal. Right: Metatarsal bone from a dairy
cow ingesting 93 ppm F from 3 to 4 months
to 7.5 years of age. The bone evidences
marked periosteal hyperostosis and a chalky
white, roughened periosteal surface. B _ Radiographic comparison of bones shown in
A. C - Cross section of a metatarsal bone
from a dairy cow ingesting 93 ppm f from
3 -to 4 months to 7.S years of age. The
bone evidences definite osteofluorosls

B
Fig . 1. Classification of representative incisor teeth from dairy cows
ri ght in A a nd B. A is with d irect lighting . B is with back lighting

enamel, cementum, and dentine of
the teeth. This retention pattern
ha made pos ible the establishment
of certain crit ria that are useful
in e aluating the degr e of fluorosis.
The information pr .sented here
is based primarily on work done
over a period of more than 10
years by Utah tate University peronnel. It repr sents a correlation
of data from controll d experiments
and field cases. Technical aspects
arc b in u pr nted in various reearch journal ' and in Utah Agricultural Experiment tation Special
Report 17.

TOLERANCE

the bon and (5 ) amount of fluorine in the urine.

Diaanosina fluoro sis

o single criterion should be relied
upon in diagnosing and evaluating
Auoro is. All clinical, necropsy, and
ch mical finding should be carefully
e aluat d before a definite diagnosis
and e aluation of fluorosis arc
made. ymptom and lesions of particular importanc are: ( 1) mottling
and abrasion of t eth, (2 ) extent
of bon 1 ion
(3 ) intermittent
lameness, (4 ) amount of fluorine in

This article is adapted by lOIS M. COX,
technical writer, from an article written by
DR. JAMES l . SHUPE for the International
Encyclopedia of Veterinary Medicine, and
based on extensive research by staff members ot the Utah Station. Dr. Shupe was
formerly professor of veterinary science, he
is now with the Animal Disease and Parasite Research Division of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and stationed on the
USU campus,
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FLUORIDE

In ,eneral, the following levels of sodium fluoride Ccalculoted In parts pe'
million fo, the totol dry ration' can be In,e.teeI ove, a normal life spon without adve,..
eHeds on the normal animal: dairy heifer and cow, up to 30; beef helfer, up to 30;
beef cow, up to 40; shHp, up to 50; swine, up to 70; horse, up to 10; turkeys, up
to 100; and chickens, up to 150. Tolerances are higher over short time Intervals such
as normal fattening periods of 110 days for coffle and 70 days for sheep. Under
such conditions cott'e and sheep can safely Ingest up to 110 parts per million.
fluorosis In livestock can be prevented and controlled but only when the complexity of the disease Is realized and the pathogenesis, symptomatology, and lesions
are properly correlated, Interpreted, and evaluated.

Excretion in the urine
When ingestion of elevated levels
of fluorides is suspected, but clinical

FOR

TO

•

signs are lacking urine analysis can
be used a a diagno tic aid. Fluorine
excr tion in the urine, however, is
affected b se · ral factors such as
current rat s of ab orption from ingested fluorides, the existing level
of fluoride saturation of bone tisue, and the type of fluoride ingested.
When possibl ,s era1 animals in a
herd should be sampl d and the
resul ts pooled if a reasonable degree
of reliability in diagnosis is to be
achie ed. Reliability is also enhanced
if the ampling is done in the
morning. The fluorine: creatinine
(Continued on page 57)
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PHOSPHORUS ON ALFALFA
a fertilizer rate and frequency study
REX

F.

NIELSON

and

GREN

Fig. 1. Total alfalfa yield in tons per acre a s influenced by freque ncy and rate of
applicaiton of phosphorus
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amount of phosphorus applied to the alfalfa crop is the
significant factor in increased yields
as well as in the concentration of
phosphorus in the hay and the residual remaining in the soil. The frequency with which the fertilizer is
applied to alfalfa is relatively unim portan t. These are the concI usions
of a six-year study conducted at the
Panguitch farm and of field observations throughout the state made
o er a period of years.
The value of phosphate fertilizer
on a lfalfa in Utah was first demonstrated by the late D . W. Pittman
in 1928. Since then numerous studies have provided considerable information on its role in the nutrition
of alfalfa. Some of these studies
have shown that time and method
of application are relatively unimportant. Broadcast treatments have
been as effective with alfalfa as
those placed in bands. Fall treatments have been equally as good
and sometimes superior to spring
treatment.
In 1955 a study at Panguitch was
initiated to measure the effect of
frequency of application of phosphorus fertilizer. Four levels of
phosphorus (P) were used : 33, 66,
132, and 264 pounds per acre. The
fertil izer was broadcast on the replicated plots at one two, and three
year intervals during the six-year
study. For example, 33 pounds of
phosphorus were applied once in the
six-year study, 16Y2 pounds were
applied at two intervals and 11
pounds at three different intervals.
This pattern was followed for all
rates.
HE

•

264

REX F. NIELSON is ' associate professor of
agronomy. GlEN OWENS is manager of the
Panguitch farm.
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The site on the Panguitch farm
was seeded to Ranger alfalfa in the
spring of 1954. Thirty-five pounds
of phosphorus were applied broadcast before seeding. '1'he plot layou t was established in the spring of
1955 on the year old stand of plots.
Subsequent fertilizer treatments were
broadcast on the plots throughout
the duration of the six-year study.
Two clippings of alfalfa were harvested each year from 1955 through
1960. Samples of the alfalfa from
each plot were analyzed for phosphorus content.
The results of the study are shown
in the figures. The yield in tons per
acre and the percent phosphorus
in the alfalfa for the six-year period
as a function of frequency of application and rate of fertilizer applied are shown in figures 1 and 2.
Yields and phosphorus content of
the alfalfa were not significantly
affected by the frequency of application. A summation of the total
yields and the average phosphorus
content of alfalfa irrespective of
frequency of fertilization are shown
in figure 3. A significant difference
in total yield and average phosphorus content was measured between the check plots and the fertilized plots. The data presented in
figure 4 show the total amount of
phosphorus removed by the alfalfa
from the soil during the six-year
period. These alues were computed
by multiplying the percent composition by yield for individual crops
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Fig. 3. Total yield of alfalfa and the
average percent phosphorus of the hay as
influenced by rate of phophorus applied
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Fig. 4. Pounds of phosphorus removed
by alfalfa from plots receiving different
rates of phosphorus
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Fig. S. Amount of bicarbonate extractable
. phosphorus contained in the surface
6 inches of soil at the beginning and
end of the 6 year study
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Fig. 3 . Many starlings find copious handouts in the mang e rs
at cattle fe edlots
Fig. 4 . Several hundred starlings were caught in traps baited
with lard cracklings

STARLINGS
(Continued from page 35)
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question of origin

Q

THOMAS

M. BAHLER

and

LOIS

T

more we learn, the less we
seem to know. This could be
the lament of scientists in any discipline. Certainly it applies in physiology. Every component of an animal body is interrelated with every
other component to some degree.
And each thread that is unraveled
from the tangle of interrelationships
more often than not merely points
to new enigmas.
USU researchers are working with
two of the most ubiquitous tissues
in the human body, trying to discover more about a single type of
blood cell. They are concerned
with blood and connective tissues,
and the cell they are tracking is
the eosinophil. The threads are
tightly interwoven and resisting solution, but the potentials are exciting enough to warrant prese erance.
HE

Fig. 1. A typical eosinophil cell

The basic inoredients

Fig . 2 . Construction a nd a ssembly of
d iHusl on chamber

DR. THOMAS L. BAHLER is professor of
zoology and LOIS M. COX is tech nical
writer, Divisi on of University Resea rch.
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Connective tissue is the most abundant and difficult to characterize
material in the body. It includes
such things as cartilao-e, bone, skin,
and vascular tissues. Connective tissues are intimately involved with
the process of inflammation. And
inflammation in turn occurs to
some degr e in virtually every disease at orne stag of its de elopmente
The USU group is working primarily with the loose fibrous ariety
of conn ctive tissue. This type acts
as a filler and "packing" tissue
throughout the body and is found
in almost all of the body organs.
Blood of course, is also an extr mely versatile tissue. The red cells
carry oxyg n. The various types of
white cells operate as part of the
body's d fense syst m against disease. As a unit, the blood transports th body's wastes and its food.
Eosinophils are one kind of white
blood c 11. They are characterized

M . COX

by a 2-10bed nucleus and by large
spherical granules (fig. 1) . The affinity of these granules for the acidic
red dye called eo in gave the cells
their names. Eosinophils average 10
to ] 5 microns in diameter (1 micron
equals 1/ 25,000 of an inch ) , and
compose 1 to 3 percent of the total
white blood cell population. They
increase in number, however, during
(a ) the recovery phase of acute infections, (b ) parasitic condition,
and (c ) hypersensitivity (allergic)
reactions.
These white blood cells respond
to antigenic stimulation. Antigens
are the substances that cause antibody production in the body, and
they are considered the basis of most
allergic reactions. Hypersensitivity
and inflammation are always associated to some extent, and this association closely links eosinophil
and conn ctive tissues. In fact, eosinophils routinely occur in considerable numbers in loose fibrous
tissue during hypersensitivity reactions.
The problem
The unknowns about eosinphils
include definition of precisely where
and how they originate in the body.
The normal supply probably is maintained by production in the bone
marrow. But is this the only ourc ?
Does the bone marrow also supply
the increased numb rs of eosinophils
that are found during hypers nsiti ity reactions? Could these "extras"
result from the tran formation of
orne other cell typ at the site of
r action?
The possibility of cell transformation has intrigued many inv stigators. It has been proved that lymphocytes, which are usually not normally phagocytic, transform into
macrophag s during some inflammatory r actions. Macrophages are
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blood cells that ingest (phagocytize)
and destroy body invaders such as
bacteria. Recently developed e idence indicates that macrophages,
in turn, sometimes transform into
plasma cells. It is the plasma cell
that actually manufactures antibody.
This transformation of macrophages
into plasma cells is believed by some
workers to require enzymes supplied
by eosinophils.
The USU research, which is still
in progress, was designed to clarify
questions about the origin of eosinophils during hypersensiti ity reactions. Such information IS expected
to help other researchers develop
more effective ways to control these
ractions.
The techniques
Defining the point of origin of a
single cell type in the living body
has pro ed, not unexpectedly, t~ be
time consuming and patience trymg.
When the research was first launched much time was devoted to testin~ the applicability of a "diffusion
chamber technique" for tracking
the eosinophils. The porous membranes of the diffusion chambers
(fig. 2 ) permit oxygen and "food"
to pass through, but prevent the
passage of cells such as eosinophils.
Samples of living connecti e tissue
can be placed inside the diffusion
chambers before they are ealed, and
the units inserted into an anesthetized "host." The hosts (and donors )
in this research have been guinea
pigs. The research group decided to
use guinea pigs because of their unusual responsiveness to sensitization.
These animals react quickly and
measurably to confrontation with an
antigen.
U sing all possible precau tions to
assure aseptic conditions, the researchers gradually sensitized a number of young guinea pigs to a
specific an tigen (horse serum ~ .
Horse serum was used because It
gives rise to especially large numbers
of eo inophils in th blood and other
tissues of guinea pigs.
The diffusion chambers (containing connective tissue samples from
either sensitized or non-sensitized
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guinea pigs ) were inserted ei~er
under the skin or into the abdommal
ca ities of either sensitized or nonsensitized guinea pigs. After recovering from the operation, these animals
were "challenged" with another injection of horse serum.
I t was thought that the hypersensitivity response to this challenge
might produce a substance(s ) which
would diffuse into the chambers and
cause some connecti e tissue cells to
transform into eosinophils. This
hypothesis went unrealized. The diffusion chamber experiments produced some interesting tissue proliferation patterns but they did little
to clarify the question of where
eosinophils originate during hypersensitivity reactions.
Another cell-tracking procedure
used by the group involved thc
"skin-window" technique which had
been developed by other workers
with human olunteers. This technique uses small, xtremely thin
pieces of glass (co er glasses ) plac~d
o er artificially produced skIn
lesions. As various cell types migrate
to the wounded area they adhere to
the cover glass. The cover glasses are
removed and replaced with fresh
ones at regular intervals. Microscopic examination of the removed
cover glasses after they have been
properly strained provides data
about the chronological cellular
changes that have taken place.
The USU res archers found the
O'uinea pig to be decidely uncooperati e in this phase of the experiments. Co er glasses were dislodged
or broken more often than they
were maintained in place for the
nece sary time intervals. As a result,
the researchers had to develop a
vanatlon of the technique that
would circumvent the perversity of
the guinea pigs.
They finally abandoned the cover
glasses and resorted to injecting the
~hallenging dose of horse serum just
under the skin of !;ensitized guinea
pigs. Samples of connective tissue
were removed aseptically from these
areas before and at measured intervals after the guinea pigs were
challenged. Microscopic examination

of the processed and stained samples
provided promising insight into the
problem.
The propitious results
Some fibroblasts in the connective
tissue samples were especially in·
triguing. Fibroblasts account for
more than 90 percent of the cellular
population of normal loose connective tissue. These cells are extremely
versatile and adapt readily in form
and function to the body's needs.
In examining the tissue samples,
the researchers found fibroblasts that
contained apparently phagocytized
granules which had the staining and
ize characteristics of typical eosinophil granules. They considered this
particularly significant because fibroblasts are not normally phagocytic.
orne of these fibroblasts had the
granules dispel'S d throughout their
cytoplasm. Others had the granules
concentrat d in discrete acuoles.
Macrophages in the tissues also contained . imilar granules. Further
obs rvations indicated that degranulated eosinophils were present in
greater numbers in the chall nged
tissu s than in control tissues.
The group wa also gratifi d to
see two types of eosinophils in the
tissue preparations. The mor"
numerous type had the typical 2lobed eo inophil nucleus. Th oth r
type howe er had a non-segmented
nucl us and has b n tentativ Iy
designated a "tissue eosinophil." It
eem quit . possible that these tissue
eosinophils originate from som sort
of cellular transformation.
After these modified "skin-window" experiments had been completed, a n w staining procedure
became available which the USU
researchers are anxious to use. The
new technique in olves using pyrogallol, a chemical that specifically
identifies eosinophil granules in cells
in certain species of animals. The
USU group has proved that the
pyrogallol technique stains guinea
pig eosinophil granules a brilliant,
distinctive greenish blue.
T he road ahead
The researchers are now planning
more extensive experiments that will
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allow them to explore the diverse
potentials demonstrated by the completed research. They want to take
samples of challenged tissues over
longer time periods after the animals have been challenged. Only by
including 24-, 48-, 72-, and 96-hour
samples, can they determine unequivocally whether cells in connective tissue do transform into tissue
eosinophils during hypersensitivity
reactions.
They also have designed new
projects using the diffusion chamber
technique. They want to investigate
more thoroughly the significant differences in tissue proliferation that
they observed between chamberenclosed sensitized and non-sensitized
tissues in sensitized animals. Additional experimen ts will be run to
define what happens when sensitized
tissues are maintained in diffusion
chambers in sensitized animals over
extended periods of time. The group
is curious about whether such prolonged maintenance will affect the
ability of sensitized "grafts" to withstand subsequent challenge.
Obviously there is no way to predict with certainty what results are
likely to be realized from th planned
research. Even if the stipulated objectives prove elusi e however, the
investigations will have broadened
our understanding of various facets
of hypersensitivity reactions. And
only through better understanding
can we hope eventually to achieve
control.
NEMA T ODES
(Continued from page 37)

rotation period is oft n ineH ctive.
Crop rotation is practicable because of accurate knowledge of the
nematode's host range which includes among th cultivated crops
in addition to sugar beets, mangelwurzel, table beet, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, brussels sprou ts
rape, turnip, rutabaga, tomato, and
radish. Weed hosts include mustard,
Brassica spp.· lamb quarter, Chenopodium spp.· nightshade, Solanum
niorum· saltbush, Atriplex spp. Occasionally, knotweed, Polyoonum
minutum; dock, Rumex spp.; red··
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root, Amaranthus retroflexus; and
purslane, Portulaca oleracea, are
found infested.
Non-host crops that can be
planted during the years the land is
out of sugar beets include legumes,
potatoes, grains, corn, oni on s,
melons, celery.
The factors which contribute most
to insure that the sugar-beet nematode maintains the position of
questionable distinction it now occupies are continual cropping of
beets year after year, and the accompanying practice of returning dump,
or tare dirt from the loading stations to the farm. When cysts of the
sugar-beet nematode are present in
the returning tare dirt, a small
colony is established where it is
dumped and normal cultural practices spread the nematode to other
parts of the farm. This is not only
the greatest single source but a continuing source of infestations.
In areas where soil types are suitnble the ugar-beet nemato3e is
controlled by soil fumigation. Nematocides containing dichloropropene
are most effecti e for this purpose.
Fall, plow-sole application gi es the
most satisfactory r suIts because the
beets can be planted arli r than i
possible if spring application is used.
The extra tim gain d in th spring
is critical since it allows the sugar
beets to becom
tablished before
the nematodes reach their maximum
activity. Fumigation at conomical
rates does not d troy all of the
nematodes, and by the end of the
season th ir numbers will have increa ed to the point wh re another
crop of sugar beets may not be
grown without again fumigating thc
soil.
A ariety of sugar beet immun to
the attack of sugar-beet n matod
is being sought but without much
c:uccess to date though use is b in
made of all the m thods at the
disposal of plant breeders.
T he stenz nematode
The st m n matode Ditylenchus
dipsaci, is a s rious para ite of
alfalfa in ar a within the state
which are climatically suitable for

the nematode. Since its discovery in
Utah in 1919, it has been transported from limited areas in Salt
Lake and U tab Counties to the
borders of the state, and is now
extensively distributed in Cache and
Box Elder Counties in the north, in
Uintah and Duchesne Counties in
the east, in Millard County in the
west, in Sanpete County, and in
Washington County in the south. It
has not been found in many of the
high mountain and central valleys.
This nematode is damaging to
alfalfa only within a rather narrow
range of climatic conditions, when
temperatur s in the 50's and high
relati · e humidity prevail for long
periods. Since climatic conditions in
the state do not consistantly combine the e factors, the damage from
stem nematode varies from year to
year even in areas where it has
been established for more than 40
years. However, when conditions .a re
fa orable it can be devastating to
usceptible varieties. Resistant varieties of alfalfa are attacked by the
nematode, but do not develop symptoms characteristic of susceptable
arieties.
The life history of D. dipsaci on
a lfalfa in Utah has been traced. The
infecti e stage is the fourth instar
or pre-adult larval stage. These
young nematodes enter the primordial buds and penetrate into the
developing stems. Heavily infested
st ms become enlarged and discolored, the nodes swell, and the
internodes b come shortened. N ecrosis results as the nematodes continue to multiply, and if all of the
hoots of a plant become infested
it may die. Whole stands of susc ptable varieties degenerate in as
f w a three years under conditions
fa orable for the nematode.
matodes in the upper portion
of th stems are removed with the
first cutting of hay. If temperatures
are cool and humidity high, stem
nematodes will enter and damage
the developing shoots of succeeding
crops. This usually does not occur
to any great extent, however, since
by the time the first crop has been
harvested in most areas of Utah,
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temperature and humidity are
usually no longer optimum for stem
nematode development.
All stages of development are
found in the host plant during
active periods of growth. When the
hay is cut and dried, apparently,
all stages except the fourth larval
stage die. J t appears that only this
stage is adapted to survive adverse
conditions, but on occasion other
stages emerge from the host plant
and may enter the soil. There is
circumstantial e idence to indicate
that eggs or unhatched larvae within eggs may survive in soil in the
absence of a host for long periods
of time, but definite proof is lacking. The quiescent fourth stage larvae, however, have been revived
from heads of teasel stored in the
laboratory for 23 years. They have
been revived from dry alfalfa seed
after 5 years dormancy, and from
dried alfalfa hay after 4 years.
Studies of the biology of this
species have shown the existence of
what have been described as "physiological races" or "strains." Host
range studies have shown repeatedly
that populations from one host may
not readily transfer to other known
hosts. For example, the so-called alfalfa strain will not multiply on red
clover) and the red clover strain will
not reproduce on alfalfa. About 400
species representing over forty families of plants, have been reported
as hosts. Some nemato]ogists believe
several species apparently indistinguishable morphologically, are involved in this complex group.
Others even doubt the existence
of races, maintaining the characteristics exhibited by certain populations of the species are evanescent
in quality and should be disregarded. Experience with so-called races
or strains in other genera has shown
the existence of species. The fact
remains that populations of stem
nematode from different hosts and
from similar hosts from different locations may not react similarly.
A practical means of controlling
stem nematode of alfalfa is simply
to plant varieties which are resis-
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tant to the nematode. Theoretically
this is an easy answer to the problem, but it is not easy to put into
practice in all alfalfa-growing areas.
At present, there may be at least
four different sources of resistance
to alfalfa stem nematode. These
consist of the old heterogenous
variety, Nemastan, which originated
in Turkestan and from which the
variety, Lahontan, received its resistance, the variety Talent, the introduction from Turkey known as Kayseri, and an unnamed introduction
from Iran.
The nature of resistance for all
these varieties is unknown. T emperature is known to be an important
factor in more ways than those previously mentioned. It was recently
shown that the resistance of Lahontan broke down with increases in
temperatures at which the plants
were grown. This may have been due
to a characteristic of the variety of
alfalfa. Earlier work has shown that
populations of the so-called alfalfa
strains from certain locations differed in their ability to reproduce on
clones of resistant varieties.
Root-knot nematodes

The northern root-knot nematode,
M eloidogyne. hapla, is one of several
species of root-knot nematodes that
are important plant parasites. It has
been found in several counties, including Box Elder Davis Salt Lake,
Washington, and Weber on such
common plants as lettuce, onion,
carrot, tomato, and sugar beets.
The life cycle of M. hapla is similar to that of the sugar-beet nematode, H eterodera schachtii, except
that females deposit all eggs produced and no cyst is formed. Hatched
larvae are in the econd or infective
stage, the first, or embryonic molt,
occurring within the egg. Larvae
are approximately 0.40-0.45 millimeters long and have a delicate
spear. They penetrate and enter
only the tender plant tissue near
the tip of the root, where they feed
causing cell hypertrophy due to
diffusion of salivary secretions of
the nematode through the cell walls.

The larvae eventually become oriented toward the root plerome, feed
on this tissue, and prohibit its differentiation into vascular tissue. The
cells first enlarge and the nuclei
may divide. There may be formation
of a cell wall following cell di ision,
but this, along with the original cell
walls soon disappears. The adjoining cells coalesce, forming giant
cells which become a continual food
source for the nematode. Larva
become sedentary and growth is at
first largely an increase in width.
M. hapla develops its second, third
and fourth body cuticles without
a molt and until the gonads arc
formed and the final molt takes
place, it is impos ible to differentiate
between sexes. The female becomes
oval in shape and remains sedentary
throughout her life, feeding on the
giant cells. The male after shedding
the fourth cuticle, becomes a cylindrical nematode approximately 1.2
millimeters long.
The role of the males is not entirely known. They have been found
in large number in the soil, in egg
masses, and occasionally in the roots.
There may be many males present,
or they may be entirely lacking.
Reproduction is known to occur
without the presence of males.
There appears to be a food-sex
relation with root-knot nematodes.
It has been shown experimentally,
that the percent of male nematodes
increases correspondingly with an
increase in the nematode infestation.
The female continues to grow in
size until b coming pear-shaped. She
lays her eggs in a gelatinous matrix
that adheres to the outer surface of
the root and serves as a protective
covering for the eggs. The posterior
of the female usually protrudes from
the root, though in some instances
it may be deeply embedded, as in
potato tubers. In this case the eggs
are enclosed in a sac-like membrane formed by the plant. The
number of eggs produced may range
from 0-10 on a poor host to 200-500
on a good host. When temperature
and moisture are favorable eggs
hatch and larvae escape into the
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soil. In potato tubers eggs may
hatch and lar ae become estabIi hed in the same tuber. The life
cycle of M. hapla requires from 1757 days depending on the temp rature. Development takes places at
t mperatures from 60-90 F with an
optimum of 75 F. It is possible for
several generations of nematodes to
develop in a sea on under optimum
temperature and moisture conditions. Overwintering is g nerally in
the egg or larval stage.
Root-knot nematodes have the
wid t host range of all known
plant-parasitic nematodes be i n g
known to attack more than 2000
species of plants. M. hapla is a parasite of several hundred cultivat d
plants, including uch common ones
as onion, bet, strawb rry alfalfa,
b an, peas, clover carrot parsnip
cabbage turnip, brussels sprout,
broccoli, radish pepper tomato
potato,
cantaloupe
cucumber
quash, and lettuce. Rea ily inf ted
plants are usually conspicuous b cause of unhealthy growth and may
wilt severely during hot weather.
Plants may regain their turgor and
appear almost normal if the weather
turns cool and moist but once the
temp ratures turn warm again and
oil moisture drops the plants will
again wilt.
Root galls incited by M . hapla
BRISKET

are small and oval on fibrous roots
but large galls may be formed on
tuberous root such as sugar beets
nnd potatoes. Pearly white f males
can b ob er ed by splitting open
the root gall.
Young seedlings attacked by large
numbers of lar ae may die and the
roots fail to how galling. In such
cases, the roots are usually co ered
with attached females and egg
masses are co ered with adhering
oil particles.
Tuberous roots may be infested
without showing external galling
ymptoms. Potatoes may appear normal but contain n matod s. Egg
mass in potatoes may b identifi d by brown spots of dead plant
cell that ha e become discolored
by contact with the gelatinous fluid
of the ma
Control of M. hapla is practically the same as for most soil
inhabiting nematod . Th y can be
controll d for one eason with 2040 gallons dichloropropene or 4-15
gallons ethylene dibromide per acre
dep nding on oil typo and the host
plant or by a 3-5 year crop rotation
with a nonhost crop such a grain.
Care should be taken if crop rotation is us d since M. hapla has been
known to attack and reproduce on
grain although no galls were produced.
DISEASE

(Continued from page 39)

blood vessels which supply the intestines could also influence the
fluidity of intestinal contents.
Diaonosis
Diagnosis of brisket disease is complicated. There are no signs which
are typical of this disease alone.
There are several diseases commonly
present in range cattle which can
cause heart pathology and resulting
circulatory disturbances. Examples
are pulmonary emphysema, pulmonary parasitisms, and pneumonia.
All these diseases can cause fluid
imbalance and some of their symptoms are similar to those of brisket
disease. The differential signs of
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Brisket disease can occur at a
·ub-clinical level and, therefore, not
be evident in the living animal.
Cattle showing no external signs of
the disease can have early stages of
heart pathology and edema. This
has been determined by postmortem
examination of cattle living at high
altitudes. \.vhen subjected to some
physical stress, animals with these
lesions will die in the same manner
that cattle afflicted with brisket
disease die. From the data in table
1 it is evident that a percentage of
apparently healthy cattle, residing
in cohabitation with afflicted cattle
on the high mountain ranges, showed
some degree of heart pathology,
circulatory disturbances, and diarrhea. It may be that these cattle
had sub-clinical cases of brisket
disea e. This could have been determined only by sacrificing the
~nimals and examining the organs
and tissues.
Research on brisket disease is continuing at Utah State University.
Many of the physiopathological
characteristics ha e been defined in
recent years. More need to be defined. One of the major deterrents
in solving the disease condition is
a lack of understanding of the cause.
Oxygen deficiency at high altitude
can be only part of the explanation.
Thi is evident when one considers
the various high altitude areas within Utah inhabited by cattle with no
history of brisket disease.
With bri ket disease the cause can
best become known by first learning
the sequence of development. In a
similarly indirect manner several
diseases of man and animals, which
at one time appeared to be unconquerable have been or are now
in the process of being resolved.
SIMPLifiCATION
(Continued from page 41)

these diseases and brisket disease are
moot. Often only by post mortem
xamination can a confirmed diagnosis be made.
Diarrhea, body fever, and eroded
muzzle are symptoms of many cattle
diseases and are non-specific for
brisket disease.

biological function by determining
th kinds of protein that occur in
the organism. Among these D Adetermin d proteins are the enzymes. Enzymes are known to regulate arious chemical processes in
Ii ing organisms. Like D A, each
enzyme is a complex molecule, but
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I

the enz me
are
ompo d of
aminO acid rather than nucl 0tides.
It i irtuall certain that
A
tran mits its g n tic instruction b
tiplllatinO' th order of th amino
acid building block in th enz m
molecules. Thi ordering i accomplished through a pecial biological
alphabet in which combinations of
nucleotides make up th I tters of
the alphabet. In the last two y ars
cientists ha e made impr s i e
progress towards und rstanding thi '
alphabet but th m chanic of it
functioning remain r lati I obcur.
Seekina simplicity

Ob iously it would b
xtr mely
helpful if th
res arch rs could
om how i olate a single unit of
DNA that controls the conformation of one enzym , or at mo t a
ery few. But such isolation is pro ing inordinat ly difficult to achie e.
This i b cause every cell in a gi n
organism be it man or mouse contains all the DNA determiner of
all the enzymes that charact rize
that organism. In orne case thi
mean
nough pattern-d termining
D A in each cell to account for
'everal thousand enzymes.
Thus if the scientist tries to use
our more familiar animals or plants
as sources of N A he t best obtains an exceedingly complex mixture. For example each sperm cell
from a bull contains 6 billion of
the nucleotide that go to make up
bovine DNA. The complexity of
such a conglomeration has precluded i olating the comparati ely
(p rhaps 300 to
few nucleotid
1000 ) that determine one pecific
protein. To circum ent this probI m the scienti ts turned to organisms that operate at relati Iy impIe levels of acti ity.
Bacteria and viruses
Escherichia coli is on

bacterium
that i widely used in di erse SCI ntific investigations. Each c 11 of an
E. coli bacterium contains only 12
million nucleotides rather than 6
billion. A d finite impro ement
from the geneticists' viewpoint.
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'iru

ar

p

t

nti II)

a
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,

mall that
th

do mor

compl x

ni r it ,
train of the iru
wa esp ci;dly w II suit d to tudie
probing th gen tic functionin of
D A. Their "find" is a iru that
inf cts bact ria which mak it comparativ Iy a to u e in th laboratory.
Under c r t a in circum tanc
lambda was found to carr th
genetic in truction that det rmin d
nz m
th formation of O'alacto
by th bact ria. Th e nz m
trol th bact ria'
of th
10 1
galacto e.
occur in irtuall
animal, including man.
By i olating th D A from the
iru. rath r than the host bact ria,
the researchers ain d acces to
A information for galactose enz m that is ] 0 tim mor pure
than if it had b en i olat d from
th bacteria. Thi is b caus of the
r lati
nllmb r of nucleotid Inolved (approximat I 100000 for
12 million for th
the iru
bact ria ) .
The tanford work
ntually
assaying
d
lop dam thod
for th
i olated lambda
pr sence of thi ' parti ular g n tic
information. E, n though lambda
is a relati ly simpl
rgani m it
A than
till contain far more
that required for g n tic control of
O'alactose enzymes. As a r suit no
one has yet achi v d the ideal of
gr gating the on unit of D A
that con troIs the one enzyme.
cienti t in th Biochemical Gen tic Laboratory at Utah tat Unirsity are currently working with
lambda D A trying to die a wa,
to come clos r to the ideal.
Fracturing molecules

To dat , the U U work ha be n

dir ct d t \\' I'd bre kinO' th
ri~ id. typi a l lambda
NA
ul . In
fa hion.
arl)'
that th long mor or I
ri id
tructur - f DN mol cuI
ould
b brok n b rapid tlrnn
th
w r in olution. Furth
th or tical calculation
now upp rt d b, xp rim ntation in ariou
laboratori : indicat d that th rodlik
A mol cuI would t nd to
br ak fir t in the middl and gi e
half mol cules.
urn rou xpcrim nts wer necary to d mon trat that if th
prop r tirrin p d, a u d th
mol cuI would ind cd br ak into
xact hah . B incr asing th spe d
of stirring th half mol cules th mIv can th n b brok .n in half.
U nd r c rtain xp rim nta11 d termin d condition' and with a gr at
d al of car : the sci ntists call
con i tentl br ak th moleclll in
equal quart r .
Purifyina the franments

Th fragm ntation howe r was
just th tartin point for really intensi
in e tigation . Th pr bl m
now in the proc
of b inO' 01 d
om how paratin th
neces itat
into
fragm nt of
A mol cui
fraction. What th
identifiabl
sci nti ts are se king pecifica11y, of
course i to i olate th fragment
that do carry the g netic information about alactos enz me from
those that do not. Th U U researchers ha e found two different
t chniques u ful in sol ing the isolation puzzle.
One proc clure utilizes the centrifu al forces of an ultracentrifuO'e
(fig. 3) . Mat rials placed in plastic
ar
test tube in th
machin
whirl d at tr m nd us spe d . The
force
n rated ff ct s paration of
the constituents of the mat rial.
Fragm nted DNA in olution is
floated on the surface of ucrose
olution
in the ultracentrifuge
tub s. The hea ie t D A mol cules
mo
mo t rapidly to the bottoms
of the tubes. E ntually the re. arch r I arn d that by topping
the centrifuge after 120 minut
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th y cou ld capture the molecules
ju t as th y were well di tributed
in the tub . With cautious care.
they can collect ampl . from d iff rnts parts of the tubes.

mat rial. The chemical composltlOn
of the DNA fragments bing t ted
det rmine
whether the
mo
through th column of mat rial or
adh r to it. ince it is th chemth
ical compo ition that dictat
acti ity and functi n of th
anous
fraction
th
column
p:uation
h Ip th
ci nti t pinpoint the
A of prim int r ,t. A with th
ntrifugal m :t: od how
r i ola·
tion to dat ha not b n compl L ly
ati f~ctor . Ab olut purit r mains
tantalizin ly elu i
Wh n r arch r do finall y trap
n fra m nt of a
mol cule
th
of
\ hi h d t rmin
on
nz m how
r
m nt will mor th~n comp"n at ~
for curr nt fru trations. The di co ..
ry \ ill pro ide an in aluabl tool
for broad ning our und r tandin
f th critical chemical
nts that
occur in all Ii ing or ani m .

Th e sample then can be t ted
indi iduall. to e if th y contain
the
A that control th bacteria'
galacto
nz m . Happily om of
the sampl s taken from c rtain
ar a of th te t tub do ha
thi
A
A and do not ha e the
that d t rmin . certain oth r bio1 gical prop rti . Thus a partial
purification ha b n obtain d.
Th
cond t hniqu
ba d
xp rim ntally pro d diff rn
enc s in ch mical compo ition that
charact riz
ariou part of the
total lambda
mol cuI . In thi
proc dure the fragm nt of
A
(in olution ) ar plac d at th top
of a column of ch mically s 1 cti e

PRECIPITATION
(Continued from page 43)

functions in the foreca ts and is of
prime importanc to many of Utah'
citiz ns, is pr cipitation. cienti ts
at Utah tate Univ r ity ha
been
d termining pr cipitation probabiliti
in 30 repre ntati e location in th state. Their in estigation
have b n facilitated by a grant
from Kennecott Copper Corporation and by acce s to th p rtinent
W ather Bureau computer card.
Inter pretin a the araphs

Fi e examp1e of the r ults of
the work at Utah State Univer ity
Table 2.

ar hown in fig. 1. You can det r·
mm th chanc of r c"i ing mea. urabl pr cipitation (.06 inch or
Table 1

hour

Maximum amounts of pre cipitation r.corde d in Utah durin3 24- hour periods

Month

Station
Tropic ..................................................... .
Deer Creek Dam ...................................... .
Manila ..................................................... .
Tremonton ... ................... ....................... .. .
Silv.r Lake, Brighton ........ .................. ..... .
Montic.ll0 ............................................... .
Escalante ................................................. .
Ranch (Kane County ) ............................. .
Bryce C:J nyon N. P. ............................... .
Montice llo ................................... ... ......... .
Montice llo ..... ................. ......................... .
Moab-Min. rsville ..................................... .

United State;
Plac. and time

Inches

Day

Year

4 .50
5.08
4 .20
3 .30
3 .00
3 .80
3 .24
4 .00
4 .09
4 . 10
4 .50
3 .30

23

1943
1963
1932
1914
1957
1910
1932
1909
1939
1911
1919
1915

1

20
11
19
28
12
31
11
5
27
31

'- -World-- " _. . - - - -..
Amount
inches

Place and time

Amount
inches

Unionvill e , Maryland .................... 1.23
July 4, 1956

Unionville, Maryland
July 4, 1956

.50

Pe nsacola, Florida ........................ 1.34
May 3, 1937

Porto Bello, Panama .................... 2 .48
Nove mbe r 29, 1911

Salt lake City .................. 1.94
July 13, 1962

Holt, Mi ssouri .............................. 12 .00
June 22, 1947

Holt, Missouri .............................. 12 .00
Jun e 22, 1947

minute
5 minute s

Th probability of r cei ing appr ciable pr cipitation (.6 inch or
more ) in a gi en 7-day period is
d ri ed from the darkly had d portion of ach graph (fig. 1) . For a
given w k in February, the rainfall
will be .6 inch or more at Lewiston
in only about 2 years out of 10.
In July the chanc of recei ing .6
inch pr cipitation at L wi ton is
only one in 20 cars .

January
Fe bruary
March
April
May
Jun e
July
August
Se ptembe r
Octobe r
Nove mber
Dece mber

Record precipitation amounts
Utah
Place and time
Amount
inches

Duration

more ) during any gi n week from
the liO'htly haded portion of the
individual graphs. For xampl, at
L wiston m asurabl pr cipitation
probably will be ob r ed any 7-day
period in January in slightly more
than 8 y ar out of 10. In July the
chance i r duced to I s than 4
ears in 10.
The probabilities imply indicate
th chance of occurr nc . For xampl , .5 on the probability scale
mans that, on the av rag, rainfall
will occur in a gi 'en week during
one-half of th years graphed. There
i no way of knowing in ad anc
how
r in which particular year
th rainfall can be expected.

Salt lake City ..................
July 13, 1962

1.23

Dee r Creek Dam ........... ..... 5 .08
Camp Hoeg ees, Califo rnia ............ 26 . 12
Baguio, Ph ilippine Islands ............ 45 .99
24 hours
_____________F_
.b
_r_u_
a~
ry__
' ,~1_
9_
63
~______________~J~a~
n~
ua
~r~y~
22
~t~
0 ~2~~,~
19
~4~3~______________~
Ju~l~
y ~1~4~
to~
1~
5 ,~
19
~1~1~_____________
Calendar
month

Alta .................................. 15.43
D.cember 1951

He le n Mine, Cal ifo rnia ................ 71.54
January 1909

Che rrapun ji, India ................... . 366. 14
Ju ly 1861

1 year

Silver lake, Brighton ........ 54.97
1922

Wynooche, Washington .............. 184.56
1931

Ch e rrapunji , India .................. 1041 .78
August 1960 to July 1961
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INCHES

OF

PR ECIPITATION

20

18

1930

1940

1950

1960

Fig. 3. Annua l precipitation in Utah from 1892 to 1963 . Values were a vera ged
from data at various statio ns over the stot.

The graphs illustrate striking differences among the 5 representative
locations as to precipitation distribution through the year. At Lewiston, the probability of getting at
least a small amount of precipitation (lightly shaded area ) is highest from January through April.
The probability drops sharply in
June with the lowest value occurring
during the first part of July. The
probability rises considerably in October and again in December. These
Lewiston interpretations indicate
what can be derived from the other
graphs.
Utah's multifarious
precipitation picture

The differences in precipitation
patterns through the state are a t-
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tributable to topography and the
general circulation of air.
Fron tal activity. Most winter precipitation in Utah results from
frontal activity. These are the fronts
that develop in the Gulf of Alaska
Clnd eventually move across the
United States in a west to east
direction. Places such as Lewiston
and Utah Lake at Lehi receive
some precipitation from such fronts
almost every week during the winter, but heavy storms are infrequent.
The west slopes of the Wasatch
Mountains and the Wasatch Plateau receive moisture from these
eastward moving fronts as the air
rises and cools in passing over the
mountains. Stations such as Emery,
which are on the east slopes, receive
little winter precipitation because

the descending air has been milked
of its moisture. Blanding, which is
on a plateau about 130 miles southeast of Emery, receives more winter precipitation than Emery, but
much less than Utah Lake.
Thunderstorms.
Thunderstorms
are common in Utah during the
three summer months. This is the
period when warm moist air from
the Gulf of Mexico flows across
Arizona and New Mexico and into
Utah and Nevada. Most of the
moisture delivered in this way
comes from a few intense storms.
Blanding is subject to considerable summer thunderstorm precipitation. As the air comes in from the
southeast, it rises over the Wasatch
Plateau in the vicinity of Emery.
Hence, summer storms also account
for a large share of the yearly precipitation in Emery. Summer precipitation is less at Utah Lake Lehi
than at Emery and Blanding and
is further reduced at Lewiston.
Closed lows. Several times during
the year a cutoff, counterclockwise
circulation develops aloft over Nevada or Utah. This circulation,
called a Nevada low, is most common during May and October,
when the predominant general air
circulation over the region is changing between that from the Gulf of
Alaska and that from the Gulf of
Mexico.
The characteristic circulation
around a closed low pressure center
aloft produces an upward displacement of lower level air as it is sucked
into the center of low pressure.
Quite g neral and heavy precipitation often r sults, and this phenomenon accounts for a fair percentage of th total moisture recorded
in Utah during many years. In fact,
the probability of receiving appreciable precipitation in a 7-day
period is at or near its greatest in
either Mayor October (during the
closed lows seasons ) for all Utah
stations.
Orographic precipitation. Orographic precipitation is possible
throughout the year. It results when
moisture-laden air moves up a slope,
cools, and releases precipitation.
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The orographic effect generally is
superimposed upon other causes of
precipitation in the Intermountain
Region. This means that the amount
of precipitation obtained from a
given storm usually increases as the
altitude of the reporting station increases. For example, Utah Lake
at Lehi has an annual precipitation
of about 10 inches, whereas the top
of Mt. Timpanogos only 12 miles
away receives more than 50 inches.
The orographic effect is illustrated
by the precipitation map (fig. 2) .
Extremes and aueraoes
Probability studies such as those
just described were virtually impo sible until 1948 when computers
began to provide the necessary
peed and volume capacity. Even
before the computers eased the time
element of data proce sing, however,
Weather Bureau personnel routinely
summarized the climatological records. Then, after the summaries
were prepared, data were extracted
on extremes and averages of the
various climatic factors. Some of
this information relative to Utah is
given in table 1.
The greatest monthly precipita-

tion e er reported in Utah ( 13.70
inches ) was recorded during January 1956 at the Alta station. Other
record amounts of precipitation recei ed in Utah are compared with
United States and world records in
table 2.
The average annual precipitation
in Utah from the 1890's to 1963
is charted in fig. 3. The values indicated were averaged from data
accumulated at various stations
over the entire state.
Periods when the precipitation
was generally high (such as 190523 and 1936-47 ) and when it wa
generally low (such as 1924-35 and
] 948-63 ) can be determined. But
the "dry' 1942, which occurred during a wet cycle, is an example of
the lack of consistency between years
that prevails within any given cycle.
It wa this very lack of consistency
that limited the predictive value of
climatic averages and emphasized
the need for probability studies.
The next installment of this series w ill
ill ustrate how cl imatologica l records a re
used to ga in a be" er understand ing of
the temperatu re compone nt of ou r cl Imate.

FLUOROSIS
(Continued from page 45)

ratio can be used to adjust for differences in urine volume.
Urine analysis attains its maximum value as a diagnostic tool, howe er, only when correlated with
overall conditions.
The teeth

The teeth are reliable indicator
of fluorine toxicosis. Fluorotic dental lesions, however, only indicate
fluorine intake during the period of
tooth devdopment. The characteristic dental lesions will not appear
in animals brought into endemic
fluorosis areas after th ir permanent
teeth have erupted. Dental fluorosis
has not been ob erved in deciduous
teeth of domestic animals.
D pending upon the amount of
fluorine ingested afT ct d t eth rupt
with characteristic markings. MottlFOR
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ing, staining, defective or incom··
plete development, deficient mmralization and abra ion are associa ted with dental fluorosis.
Th extent and degree of such
Ie ion depend upon the se en factors cit d pre iously. After defective
d lopmen t or a certain degree of
mottling occurs the teeth are subj ct to increa d rates of wearing
which can b intensified by abra~i e f eds.
Incisors and molars
hould b examined and e aluated
inc po iti\ e relations exist between
th d ntal fluorosis of certain inciors and the degree of abrasion of
c rtain molars. tandards have been
d eloped to facilitate clinical diagnos s (fig. 1) .
The d gr e of dental fluorosis in
an animal can be correlated with
the amount of fluorine in the bones,

the extent of fluorotic bone lesions,
the duration of exposure, the age
of animal during exposure, the
amount of fluoride ingested, and
other reactive processes of the body.
Such correlation is essential to accurate evaluation of the degree of
fluorosis.
The bones
The level of fluorine storage in
the bone can increase within limits
over a period of time without elicitina' any demonstrable changes in
structure and function. Eventually,
however, if levels of fluorine ingestion are higher than normal for
sufficient lengths of time, structural
changes will become evident. Characteristic fluorotic bone lesions may
develop and function may be adversely affected. The most characteristic bone lesions are increased
density or exces ive bone growth
(fig. 2). Other gross, microscopic,
and radiographic lesions, however,
are also associated with the bone
involvement. Structures within the
joints are not primarily affected.
Different bones from a given
animal and different anatomical
areas of a specific bone vary in
amount of fluorine retained and in
degree of abnormal reactive change.
In taking bone samples, therefore,
it is important to use bones for
which standards have been established (metacarpal, metatarsal, rib,
pelvic, and mandibular) and to consistently select the same anatomical
regions.
Intermittent lameness and stiffness are usually seen in advanced
cases of fluorosis. The degree of the
bone lesions and the mineralization
of structures around the joints and
of tendon insertions on the bones
influence the degree of disabilty. In
turn, the intermittent lameness and
stiffness are likely to discourage the
affected animals from standing at
the manger or grazing. The subsequently reduced feed intake then
fosters reduced levels of performance
of the animals.
Other effects
Ingestion of high levels of fluorides (93 parts per million) by dairy
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animals for 7.5 years had no adverse effect on soft tissues of the
body. Neither did such ingestion influence feed utilization as measured
by percentage digestibility. High (93
and 49 parts per million ) Ie els of
fluorine in the dry diet of dairy cattle however, did not give any significant results that could be used in
clinically diagnosing fluorosis. The
milk production of hese dairy cattle
was not directly affected; however,
it did decrease after the characteristic clinical symptoms became obvious. The number of services required per conception was not affected by ingestion of 93 parts per
million of fluoride over a period
of six gestations. Amounts of fluorine that passed the placental barrier and were stored in the de eloping embryo and fetus were insignificant.
Other diaanostic aids
Visible clinical lesions and signs
sometimes are not definitive enough
to warrant an unequivocal diagnosis
of fluorosis. In such instances, or
to substantiate a reasonably certain
diagnosis additional verification can
be sought in several ways. When
carefully interpreted, urine analysis
is useful. Bone radiographs can supply aluable information. Biop ies
or necropsi s can be used to obtain
tissues for chemical '" analysis of
fluorine content and for gross and
microscopic evaluations. Correlation
of clinical observations with the ascertained fluorine contents of the
animals' water and forage sources
often can help substantiate suspected instances of fluorosis.
. Methods of alleviating
toxicity of fluorine
The degree or level of toxicity of
sodium fluoride is the standard commonly used or referred to in correlating and establishing tolerance
levels. Fuorides emitted by some
industrial plants may equal the toxicity range of sodium fluoride. Calcium fluoride, rock phosphate, and
compounds of similar solubilities are
less toxic than sodium fluoride; and
tolerance levels are higher.
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No substances are known to preent completely the toxic effects of
ingested elevated Ie els of fluorides.
orne products however, can counteract and lessen the damage that
fluorides cause. Aluminum sulfate,
aluminum chloride calcium aluminate calcium carbonate, and defluorinat d pho phate have been
successfully us d in reducing the
toxicity of fluorine.
Potential ad erse effects of hay
that is high in fluoride content can
be off et by mixing it with hay of

low fluoride content. If the animals'
drinking wat r is high in fluoride
contcnt th ir fe d should have a
low fluoride content. If a farm's
forage-producing land has a high
fluoride content, it can be used to
grow c real or nonroughage crops
which do not accumulate fluoride
from th soil as readily as do forage crops. In such ca es, hay or
roughage with low fluoride content
should be imported from low fluoride areas. All mineral mixtures fed
should contain d fluorinated phosphate.

STARL I NGS
(Continued from page 48)

.Main tainin a body heat
important need
That maintaining body heat in
winter is of increasing importance
to starlings was clearly shown by the
change in their feeding habits as
winter advanced. We regularly
drove along a prescribed census
route to count birds and their acti ities. When the maximum daily
temperatures wer above 60 degrees
F, we observed only half the birds
feeding at a gi en time. As the temperature dropped, the percent of
birds feeding rose steadily until at
t mp ratures below 20 degrees more
than 90 percen t of the birds were
seen feeding. This means that in such
cold weather a bird must spend virtually all of the daylight hours feeding in its attempt to maintain body
heat. At the same time, the use of
feedlots increased. When maximum
daily temperatur exceeded 60 degr es, only 10-15 percent of starlings were se n in fe dlots, but below
30 degrees this increased to 60 percent. Birds also fed more on windy
days than on calm days; this again
was probably in response to greater
food requirements, since wind increases heat loss from the body.
Hence wind, cold, and snow all increase the use of feedlots.
The sigh t of several thousand
starlings eating all day long eery
day at a fe dlot gives a farmer cause
for cone rn. We found a starling
ate about % ounce of mash a day

during cold weather. This means
that a flock of 6,000 birds could eat
250 pounds of mash a day. When
kept up week after week, such feed
losses are substantial to the feedlot
operator working in a competitive
market. Equally serious may be the
contamination of feed by starlings,
making the food less palatable to
livestock. For this reason, the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service is trying to find an efficient means of
control where starlings are causing
undue damage.
Control of starlings

Poi ons are mo t readily used, but
they are dangerous to Ii estock and
oth r dom stic animals. In addition,
dogs or cats eating the poisoned
starlings may in turn die. Likewise,
tarlings quickly a oid areas where
dead birds occur. The Fish and
Wildlife Ser ice made extensive tests
at the large f edlots west of Ogden
this past winter with good success.
However, it does not yet feel that
any poison is safe enough to turn
over to general use by farmers or
government agents.
A proposal still waiting full-scale
field testing is "birth-control." Placing of a chemical in bait taken by
starlings has been shown to kill the
perm of males without eliminating
the exual beha ior of the birds. The
result is that starlings go through
courtship and normal nesting, but
the eggs are sterile. The female sits
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on h r g 0 long that h r chance
of la) ing a cond clutch and
ntuall brin ina off a br od i light.
hi would
r quir the
numb r of
t rilization
b n fit
bird b for farm r
from th r ult.
Muh or L1C fulhaeben
ariou m thod of capturing tarling. Fi hand V\ ildlif
rIce
biolog' t working in th Boi
alha e ucceed d in capturing
I
thou and of tarling b
potlight.
hining pow rful
archlight
B
toward th roo t and th n carin
th
ird up thou and ha
b n
caught in th n
plac d b tw n
roo t and light. Thi m thod r quir larg concentration of bird
t b worthwhil
probabl much
hi h r numb r than we now ha e
in tah. B id
th bird that on
might catch at roo t in cattail
mar h may mo tly m igrate through
that rea. The large flocks that
caLI e the damage in m idwint rare
by that time roo ting in warm rand
mor
cure place. Although thouand of starling ha b n trapp d
by potligh ting they till r pr nt
only a mall fraction of the bird
pr ent.
uring our tudy we trapp d
ral hundr d tarling at a in I
f dlot u ing the o-called Au traJian cro" trap bait d with lard
cra kling (fi . 4 ) . The trap i mo t
ff ti
during cold w ath r with
now on th grou nd. B cau
uch
trap n d con id rabl adju ting
nd fr qu nt t ndin w doubt if
tockm n would find th ir u e a tisfactory.
h abo e m thod of controlling
tarlin
all suffer from ha ing to
b r p ated r gu larly y ar aft r
ar. H nc any method that would
b more perman nt in ff ct would
b aluabl . Th trong d p nd nc
of tarling on f dlot
ugg t a
po ibl m thod. inc in th cold t
w ath r tarling r I h a ily on
f dlot and mu t f d
irtually
from dawn to du k any method of
di ruptin a their f edin could 1 ad
to 10 in wight and ub quent
d ath of ubstantial numb rs of
birds. So, any modification of de-
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at the z ro to IXfrom all
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to
fu!.
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r i is not 0 rlookin an of
po ibiliti and farm r hould
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futur .

indi at

that th
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PHOS HORUS
(Continued from page 47)

for

ach

i nifi

nt diff ram unt f

am

h k
m a ur d am n

26 pound rat . Th total amount
of pho phoru r mo d b th
rop
I I r lat d to th amount
appli d.

t t wa n ar
for th ch ck 3
at
at
n

appr
amount wa 1 ft in th
il at th ~nd of th 'ix- ar p ri d
in plot wh r the 132 and 264
p und rat w r appli d.

research reports
Food technology and research grant

A

and fla or ar among th
mo t imp rtant factor in conurn r a
ptan and sati faction of
dibl farm produ . h m chani m
f toda' a ri ultur 1 mark ting
t m i uch that a larg portion of
th produ
in r tail mark t ha
b n artificiall rip n d. B cau our
pr dLl in ar a ar r mot Iy 10 at
from
n uming ar a th produce
ha to b har t d in th gr n
tat 0 that it will tand a tranc ntin ntal journ . th r t p of
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Drs. Olson and Salunkhe examining the
recently installed gas chromatograph to be
used in the study of the biosynthesis and
degradation of aroma and flavor components of fruits
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which separates volatile compounds
into their arious components and
an infrared spectrophotometer which
aids in the identification of the
separated compounds in minute
quantities. Once the characteristic
compounds are known, the agents
responsible for undesirable changes
can be detennined and attempts can
be made to find ways to control
their action.
Another grant of a Tectrol generator worth $20,000 and of $2,600
for a research assistantship from
Whirlpool Corporation, St. Joseph,
Michigan, will permit studies ' to be
conducted on the effects of a controlled atmospheric en ironment containing incr ased carbon dioxide and
decreas d oxygen on the storage lif
quaE ty and biochemical changes of
fruits and egetables.
Und r tanding how fla ors and .
aroma of fruits change during ripening and storage should facilitate
control of these changes to the eventual ad antage of the consumer.
D. K. Salunkhe, project leader
and L. E. 01 on both of the Department of Horticulture, -will conduct the research .

New Publications
Bul. 445. The turkey industry, an economic appraisal, by R oice H . A nderson. D epartmen t of Agr icultural Econ o m ics. 18 p .
In this publication, the author points
out that hecause of the economic disadvantages in transfer costs of both feed
and finished product: Utah is not likely
to increase her relative position in turkey production. Experienced producers
with physical facilities and satisfactory •
tie in arrangements for raw materials

60

and turkey processing will continue in
turkey production.
et returns will be
slim and will accrue only to better than
a erage producers.
Spec. R ept. 17. Fluorosis in cattle, by
D. A . Greenwood, J. L. Shupe, G. E.
Stoddard, L. E. H arris, H . M . Nielsen, and L. E. O lson. Departments
of Chemistry , Veterin ary Science,
Dairy Ind ustry, an d An ima l H usbandry. 36 p.
This report cites data gathered over
a period of 12 years from various controlled experiments that ha e been correlated with thousands of field observations and examinations in an effort to

evaluate. fluorosis in cattle more effectively.
Cir. 145 . Equi pmen t for m aking n esting holes for t h e alfalfa leaf-cutting
bee, by W . P. Nye and G. E. Bohart.
Department of Zoology in cooperatio n wi th the U. S. Department of
A griculture. 7 p.
This cricular describes equipment for
making holes for nesting sites for the
leaf-cutting bee, which is effective in
pollination of alfalfa.
Utah R es. Ser. 20. Changes in the
dairy ind ust ry in U tah , by R ondo
A . Christensen. D epartment of A gricultural Economics. 29 p.
This report describes the significant
changes in the dairy industry in Utah in
recent years and predicts the continuing
importance of the industry in the state.
Utah -Res. Ser. 21. Sugar beet produ ction in Utah: cost and net returns
194 5-63, by E. M. Mo rrison. Departmen t of A gricultural Eco no m ics.
9 p.
In this report osts of producing sugar
beets and net returns based on yield from
1945 to 1963 are given. Size of enterprise
and yield as they affect returns are also
considered.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH
February 1, to May 1, 1964
National Institutes of He~lth

$17,100 for study on the role of estrogen
in corpus luteum function
$15,025 for study of the indication for serial
,extraction in Navajo children
$14,220 for study of endocrine interrelations in female reproduction
$11,769 for study of induction and analysis
of eye mutations in Drosophila
$8,070 for study of alkaloids of some rare
papaveraceous plants

U. S. Army Research Office

$11,064 for study of thermochemistry of
organic molecules

Merck & Company, Inc.

$2,000 for study on use of amproluim in
coccidlosli of cattle

Birds Eye Division
General Foods Corporation

$1,650 for lima bean improvement studies

Shell Company
Stauffer Chemical

$1,500 }
$500

Phillips Petroleum Company
J. R. Simplot Company

3 tons ammonium nitrate} for fertilizer
2 tons phosphate
studies

for insect studies

Agricultural chemicals for research purposes have been provided by the following
companies: American Cyanamid Company, California Chemical Company, Chemagro
Corporation, Niagara Chemical Division, Shell Development Company, Stauffer Chemical
Company, Velsicol Chemical Corporation.
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